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The Perception of Unitsin Begihning Reading

\ .

..

The main conirn Of-.this chapter is the particular way that perceptual .

. ,

....... . ...; ..

units are involvedin the'Veading process. My remarks are not aimed at

'describing:a complete theorf (4 reading, nor even a theory of.beginning read-

ing. Rather I would li)%e to!treat a restricted aspect of reading which asks

questions about units, their fu4 nctions, their sizes, and their development

in the experiences of the person. As it tufns out, my remarks may provide

-more questions then answers; but I would be content if, in thetcourse of this

paper; one or two basic issues in this area were clarified so that a set of

productive hypotheses could be generated for further research.

Most of the examples which will be treated here are related lets to

comprehension than to the perceptual aspectof reading, foexampit, word

recognition and decoding, which are.ipportaqt issues in beginning reading..

However it would be a bonus if some of the principles discussed at the per-

ceptual end:Of the reading process would generalize to comprehension processes

deeper in the cognitive system.

6. .

The plan of this paper falls into three parts. First I will dimcuts what

I consider to be the main function of Snits for perceptual processing"In

general and for reading in particular. This will involve a description of

a class of modelarwhich interrelate these units. The second part of the

chapter will be concerned with the question of how we manage to select the

particular set of units appropriate to the task at hand. Finally I will

discuss in a general way.some important fictors which May influgpce tho

learning of new units.
1.

The Puection, of Units .1

rIt is rare that tire,. hear anyone talk abbot reading without mentioning

units. Certainly our conventions of measurement require that we agree upon

; '
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the definition of a unit. In

In measuring immediate memory

a line of poetry we, may count

measuring reading speed, we usually count words.

span, we r11y count-ifAters; and when we'measure

.syllables. However,mziny psychologists consider

words, syllables, and letters as more than simply objective units of meaguie-
.

went. They also regard them as conceptual representationsof perceptual events

or structures (Melton & Martin, 1972). They assures that the subject has's

network/ or code, representation for each of, the mapy familiar patterns he has

expe nced,' ranging from'-simple line-features to more complex patterns such
.

as letters,.Words and faces. These codes may be. considered is part of long-
/

term memory; to be more precise,as long-term perceptualmemory, andit is
,

'these structures which are first encountered as information comes off the

sensory surfaces of tine eye and ear. For example, when we are sbOVh a mewArord,

e.g the name of a new flower, which I will call a sidularium, not everything

we see as we look at it is new. The letters and probably the letter clusters

are familiar enough so, that we can spell the an pronounce it. We may'

even try toyertle the word to other things, Or rehearse it so that we can

recall it later. But before we do any of. these-things, the word stimulus

1-----'-falling-imi_ourLretina has already ;lade contact with the memory of certaila ---f

.
.

letters and letter-clusters, and it seems as if the recognition of these
. .%

Iiimiliar patterns simply happfn to es. Therefore, this point of view ineci:)

I

dump perteptual units verf early in the processing system,6d the outputs
i , / --`,-- k ,

.

from these perceptual units arc used to process hi,gher order cperatiOn!;, such

as naming, rehearsal, and comprehension.

Met us look at a schematic'representationwof percoptioi unit.; Felatcd
O

,to reading based on too assumptions set forth in the.LaBertie and Samuels

arxil (1974).

4
4'
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Insert Fighre 1 about here-,

In Figure 1 there are three ma)or systems which contain ah array of -codes or

units: the visual perceptual system, the phonologicgl'system, and the semantic-

syntactic system. I will use the terms unit.and code interchangeably in this

paper. Graphemic information from the.printed page enters from the top, and

makes contact -with (i.e. activates) the codes of the visual' system, repre-

sented by dots. Solid dots refer to codes which are-well-formed in long-term

memory through many experiences with a particular stimulus pattern such as

common lettersor word. Open dots refer to codes which are unfamiliar, and

-therefore have been only temporarily formed, for example, a Greek letter Or

a new flower name.

Although the visual codes-are spatially arranged in a hierarchy inFigure

1, there is no specific indication of how they are interrelated here, hence

the omission of any lifes connecting codes with each other. .For it ta'rns out

that there are Teral alternative models (LaBerge, 1976) by which the codes

.may be linked-together. These models we will discuss in detail later in con-
.

..nection with learning new codes. But regardless of which of these Models' is

assumed, outputs from many of these visual codes of units become associated

with units in other systems. For example, we learn to name letters'and words;

and may give meanings to words not only from their phonological units, but also

directly fromtheir visual'uAits.

The name and Sound units arc represented by cadet; in the42onological

system, and here we may also assume a,hierarchical arrangement of codes as

shown in Figure 1. For example, when a child sounds out a new word,'"clam",

he may visually code "cl" and "ale, and, by association produce the sounds /k1/

5
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.
and /mm/ which he then blends into a higher orddr sound /k1 n/. With prace

r

Lice_ he may learn to associate the whole word "clam" directly to the sound

Other hssociative.links in Figure 1 are assumed to connect phonological

1

codes to meaning codes. '(which a child typically has learned before he begins

to road), and to connect Visual codes direct0lyfto meaning codes. These lines

- \
of association are assumed to be activated b)c outpu'ts from unitary codes. And

hirein lies one, or the advantages of perctIptual unitizing. If no unitization

occurred before intersyqemic associations were attempted, then a good deal

of confusion would accompany an association. For exarple, assume thit "el"

and "am" were separately associated'directly to the word sound Almm/. Then

the child would say /klaliito any word which began with "cl: or ended with "am".

Obviously; to avoid confusions-such as this one, either thC child must unitize

the visual clusters into a visual word before learning the association,. or else

always rely on associating spelling patterns with the appropriate syllables.

But this approach will run into the same problem when patterns such as "th"'and

. .

"lough" are encountered. Theseletters must be unitized into spelling patterns

-\ before the appropriate sounds can be associated to them without, confusion.

A parallel line of reasbning is assumed for the case in which soundS are

associated to meanings and visual units are associated with meanings. It is ,

difficult -to imagine how intersystemic associations can effectively decur

Less there:are unitizations of the perceptual codes, i.e.,. the child must

unitize the pattern to sound it or yet its meaning. therefore, units can be

zegatdtd as transformers of information; they take information from the sensory

41

'Surface, directly or indirectly through other subordinate units, and put it

inte-a unitary foto to trap too other Tjafr cognitive systems forSurther 41

procansing. Ibis transformation is not merely a matter of convenieme, but
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rather somewhat of a netessity. iiiiidentally some associatVe transform must

. take place ,between the information falling on 'the sensory surface and the

phonological and meaning systems, because the acoustical codes and the mean-.

ing codes 4ssi4ne3 to this information arc almost always arbitrarily related

to the fori of the physical object. 'A unit seems to be an appropriate form

which perceptual information assumes in order that.arbitriry associative

relationships can be made in an efficient and relatively unambiguous manner.

Units also act as filters on incoming sensory information (Estes, 1974).

If perceptual units were omitted from the design of the human reader, then

the myrkad_details of information at the sensory surfaces would have to be

proceised at the deeper cognitive levels. This would reduce the efficiency

of processing, especially in view of the limi,ted capacity characteristics of

processing to be discussed in more detail in the following paragraph.

The size of the unit may vary,"-dependinly upon the task deAands. For

ordinary reading purposes, the latger the perceptual unit, the better e(Gibson

Levin41975). Some stagesof processing have limits do thy number of units

of information Mot can be processed simultaneously. One df Itipe. systems is

immediate memory, which is said to have, an upper limit of 7 +,2 units (Miller,.
1955)or 5 + 1 units(Mandler, 1967). Presumably, we use this kind of memory

to keep in mind the first part of s sentence while we are perceiving the lasp

part of a sentence so we can put the whole sentence. together, for comrehennion.

Another system which has a sharply limited capacity is attention, which may

have'a limit of only one unit upon which it can operate at 'any given moment,

(Broadbent, 1958i/iv/span, 1964; Moray, 1969) although'withiapid shifting,

attention may appear to maintain, several units at a state of heightened acte-

vier-at one time. Given that immediate memory and attention capacities arc

7
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indped so small, the skilled reader, evidently processes information in -text

as fast as he doeskbecause he packs more information into each unit.

As it turns out, the information--cartying'capacity of perceptual units*

(and meaning units as well) can be very large, but it costs something to the
4

reader,-namely a considerable amount of learning, to compress information

into a unit quidkly and reliably. yerceptu4 learning is considered to pro-
(

teed at a relatively slow rate as Compared to associative learning which may

often occur in an all-or-none fashion CEstes, 1970) ." Nevertheless, learning

to perceive information in terms of large units is critical for fluent reading,

an46for higher cognitive functions such as creative thinking. Therefore, it

is not surprising that reading skilllrequires-yearT to become fluent.

.

One of the benefits of-unitikin,g perceptual patterns is that the process-

ing usually becomes more automatic with each exposure. This means that less

attention is needed to process a Aven unit, so that attention can be devoted

to other aspects of the task at hand such as comprehension and coding for

recall (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974). ?oz example, recognizing a new word at

first takes attentional effort, but later, as it becomes more familiar, seems

to be recognized with no effort; in fact,, we cannot easilystop ourselves from

recognizing_it. The relationship between familiarity and automaticity has been

studied in experiments by Shiffrin anicardner (1972)_ and by. LaBerge (1973)..-

Currently we are exploring other ways to measure automaticity and relate it

to measures of unitizing during perceptual learning.

At this time, we feel relatively secure in our assumption that the famil-

tar units_ or codes represented in Ficpre 1 are procepsea automatically from

information falling on the sensory surface. Therefore, when a familiar ward

is shown to a person, not only the word code,but also the letter codes and

feature codes are activated. This result is assumed to hold independently of
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the particular word recognition model chosen /Cf., 'Figtre 4). But this

bmiediately presents a new problem. If all the familiar codes at all levels
r

are activated, how do'we select a partiCular code or unit for association

to another cognitAve\s- ystem? .How do we insure, when we are reading, that

the highest level of perceived units is the one processed for meaning? When

the first grade teacher holds up a card with a word on it, hoe can one,know

whither a child is attending to the letter units, or the spelling units, or

the whole word?

Selecting Unit Levels

The issue of choosing a ,level of processing has been a major concern'-

in our laboratory over the past several years. We have tested the process-

ing'of letters and familiar bigram units with a task Which simply requires

the person to match these patterns. For example, the subject is shown two

letters positioned side.* sitie, with se.I.:Aal spaces between them, and is

P
asked to press a button if the two letters match, but to withhold his response'

if they do not match. Sometimes we have him'press another button when the

/
two patterns do not match,)buttthe data of interest aft the latencies of

correct matching operatiots. Sometimes we use novel letters as wcli as lamil--

Lai letters, and sometimes novel ldtter-strings as well as familiar spelling

patterns and words. The basic-assumption of this method of matching is that

we can measure the visual perception of a pattern relatively directly, as

opposed to the more indirect method of measuring time to.name a pattern or

categorize it, since these latter tasks have other cone enontn which take up,

time, namely the association between the visual code aratho cn.le

in the other system as well as the time to process 'be code in the othr'r

system (cf., Figure 1).
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Consider a stimulus display containing two bigrams (el cl) which the

subject is instructed to observe. If the two patterns match, he is tb press

a but ton. According to Figure 1, the familiar letters, c and 1 will be auto-

matically activated and the familiar cluster unit cl will also be automati-

cally activated.. Notice that the subject could perform ti-te task by matching

each letter one at a time, involving two matching operations; or he could

match the clusters as units which involve one matching bperation. which does

,°
he use? Even if/he were sounding the letters and bigrams, something would

have to determine which way is chosen. As it turns out, we have run several

control conditions which indicate that the subjects' reaction tines seem to be

based on visual matching, even though they often report that they are aware of

naming or pronouncing the patterns (cf., also Baron & Thurston, 1973; Pollatgek,

et al.,- 1975)..

Rohn Petersen and I(Petersen & LaBerge, 1975) set out to determine

whether we could control the level of processing.bf bigram clusters. To doo.
this we used two kinds of lists of items. One list contained predominantly

' familiar bigrami or clusters, such as sl, ph, sh, and br. The other list

a-

contained predominantly unfaLliar clusters such as ls, hp, hs, and rb. Our

hypothesis was that for the.first list, subjects would process the bigrams

as units and make one matching opekation, whereas for the second list,' they

Mould process the bigrans'letter-by-letter and make two matches. In thi9

way we hoped we could exert control over the unit level at which the stimulus

display' would tie 'processed for a match.

What we needed was an indicator of the processing level used in'each

list. We inserted into these two kinds of lists two kinds of test items:

a familiar bigram pair such as (el' el) and an unfamiliar bigram pair such

as (lc lc). We reasoned that, in' the lint of unfamiliar higrama these two

10
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test items should be processed similarly, that is, ,letter -by- letter. There-

fore their latencies should not diyer However, in the list of familiar

bigrams there shoUld be a difference }n the'time to process these test items.

The unfamiliar test item should take\longer than the' familiar .test item be-
*

cause the subjectis expeCting to math the cluster as a whole, but cannot

do it quickly because the cluster is unfamiliar. Even if he tries-to match

it letter -by- letter it should probably take time to switch attention to.the

*atter level to make the match this way.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2. Thh seen latency to

Fj.gure 2 about here

'test patterns is plotted over two blocks of t rials for each type of list.

Familiar bigrams are labeled Clusters and unfamiliar bigrams are labeled

Letters. 'When Cluster and Letter bigrams are embedded in lists of letters,

there was no significant differences in the time to Match them. But when the

same Cluster and Letter bigrams were embedded in lists of clusters, there was

a significant and substantial.differenee between them. Clearly the typcof

list context had an effect-on the way a given stimulus pattern was processed.

Thus we can take as our indicator of level of processing of the listimems

the difference in latency between unfamiliar and familiar tipst items. When

, .

there is no latency difference between the types of test items pen we infer
. .

. .

that the subject is processing.thp list of items-from units at the letter

level,' when the unfamilier items show a longer.latrncy than the familiftr

ipms, then we infer that the,RUbject'is procetsing thl list,of'itemS at a

higler level.
.

a
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The fact that the latency of matching an unfamiliar bigram changed with

-the type of list context tells us that list context must have been.,, exertipg
. ,

. , .
1 .-

some kind of innuendo on the prodessing of the, units. Along with Estes
.. -. .

.

(1974) we represent the influence of contextual condition; on perceptual pro-
. '-''

,,-

CeAsingby special contextual nodes,.is shown in Figure 3. The arrowstindicate
A .

. .

... . ....% .

Insert Figure 3 about here
. dr. . .

.,

that a contextual node can activate the entire setf pattern codes atone.

level of processing. For example, when thp letter contextual node ii activated,'

ft activates all the letter codes. This internai-activation conibiries multi-
,

plicativelyAEstes, 1974) yith incoming sensory information so that individual

letters appearing-on the sensory, surface are given emphasis compared to units

representing groups of letters: This results In a higher activity of readouil 41

from the letter codes to the matching operation, so that the first, match com

pleted ismade on the basis of letter units. We are not ruling out the'possi-'

bility that readout.froEunit cones representing clusters would alSo reach the

matching operation; but'if they did they would, reach it sometime-after the

letter codreadouts arrived. Is this"way.aoontext node selects the level-of

processing by Whieh,i given task. operation is, carried out. Typically Selec-

.

tion can move upwards or downwards in the hierarchy of processing levels, `

aithough_eometlmos special training is needed to induce a child to read out
.

froM lower levels, an in 'segmenting words or
/syllables ifte phonomns.

,
, ,

it is important to note that Figure 3 represents a modificatiion of the origi-'

nal LaBarge anal Samuels (1974) model becatisc; as it stood bdfore, there was
. .

no mechpnism Py,which,a particular unit level- could be selected whorl astring

A
. 11

:Of.latOr8 is displayed to.the sublect. The change that is .suggestea 'here fu
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the-,additionof context riches which combine.with.stimulus inputs to determine

which level of units hae-thighest priority for furthei cognitive processing.

If we tentatively accept a mechanism like the context noden, we are
.

immediately confronted with Another problem. How i articular context
1,

node itself activated? Something makes us 164 when we proof-read

a manuscript for spelling and controls otielrecessing of words,and

_phrases when we proof-read a manuscript for sense, for examili, 'to determine

*hether a sentence:has been left out. Similarly, something controls the

child's choice of units when the teacher holds up a card with theword "pen"

and instructs tl child to tell what the word means, in which case he

, it at-the word-level, or instructs hilao tell bowman); letters ir contains, in.
.0

e

which case he will select a'letter unit. In all of these'examples, instructions

-determined the unit level selected. ;In the experiment just despribed, which

called for,matching units at different levels, the unit level was presumably

deterpined by the list context, Exactly howl with the first several
,o-

.6 .^

items pf'a list produced anactivation of a particular context code is not

spelled out here.-

We believebelieve that questions concerned withthe selection of context for a
. . a

given task require-research invoi)eig converging operations in order to pro-

vide blear and fire, answers. As a step in this direction, we have carried
. .

out a series of exPerimentsAaBerws Petersen, fi Norden,'1976) to determine

whether a subject can instructed or cued to select a visual, unit by direct'

methods. Using the same bigram materiall,in the experiment ust descrited,

we Biked the familiar and unfamiliar digranm -within the same block of trials,

but &Ways presented familiar bigrams in the lower part of-the screen and
.

40,

the unfamiliar higraes In the upper part of .the screen. Before diekiriil a

4oicile,was shown in the upper or lower volition to tell` the subject the

A
.Vb
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'location and therefore, the type of bigram. to expect. We 'hoped that this

. very obvious spatial cue would induce the subject to prOcess the items in

the upper position letter-by-letter and the items'in the er position

bigram-by-bigram. Using the same probe tests, as before, we fonndnosignifi-
.

-91/4 -cant differences_in Mean latencies between the two presentation poidtions.

Thie resultappaientlytellsus that subjects could not easilyiswiteh levels
a a

or vista:al:processing from trial lo trial. It also 'suggests thAt.it may take

several trials to establish a stable context level. While, much more research

is needed to clarify this issue, it does alipeathat even college subjects

have difficulty in directly'shikaing attention effectively and quickly to

levels of processing of visual units. It appears that we cannot easily focus

attention on-a context in the way we can focus on a given pattern, or even on

an operation such as adding or subtracting. 'It seems more likely that a sub-

ject can more directly select phonological levels because one can respond by

pronOuncing a lettOr or a-syllable. Selection of a, level in the _phonological

systemmightthenfeedbackto.thevisual system and select the corresponding

level of units.

Thus althOugh Aere remains work to be done to solidify and extend these

results, there are two conclusions frowthis discussion which seem to me to

be of considerable import in the understanding of the role of units in percep-

tual processing. Firstlyisince_t he subject has an option asto what unit her7,
will process when he is shownArword, some source of information other than

thc; immediate stimulus diSP1404st determili:,the unit selected. The second

dot'-

in point'is that, At least forcthe visual system. the selection of unit level

by direct deployment of attention to that level is not easily done by the

average person.

-14
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A.
Learning New Units

The foregoing-discussion of the function of context nodes in the selec-

tion of perceptual units suggests strongly that the context node may aluo

have a crucial role in the acquisition of new units. If an output 'from the

perceptual system to a response is presumed' to require the joint action of
nob

the inforliktion from the stimulus display and the activation by a context

node, then we cannot expect to teach a chilcrto respond.on the basiS ofa

new unit unless he already has its context node available and .functioning.

For example, tf he i sounding a word on the basis of letter units, how can

we expect him to shift to higher orthographic units unless there is control

. .01

by the contextual node at this higher level? Thus, it seems quite likely

that the formation of a context node precedes the formation of a unit at

that level of processing.

It would appear then that we must iddress ourselves to two main questions

concerning the learning or development of perceptual units: Firstly, how is a

unit formed when a contextual node is in active existence? And, secondly, how

is a unit formed when a new contextdhl node is not available and must be

developed at the sametime? the one hand.we learn new units most frequently

at a level'ofrocessing at which we have already acquired some units, but on

the other'hand, it follows that we must occasionally learn a unit which is

the first one-acquired at inew level of processing. In this latter case,

the child mutt acquire or develop'the appropriate context node before or' at

the-same time the first unit at that level is formed.

A very important issue in the perceptual learning of a word involves the

f
Regularities or rules of combinations of spelling patterns (Spochr t Smith, ,

1973). For example consonant cluster units seldom follow each other; ropier

4 vowel or vowel cluster usually intervenes. Tho preselft discubsion doei not

15
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elaborate the relationshiPs_of visual .units and orthographic rules, but

rather concentrates on the implications of contextual nodes'for the process-
-.

ing of'simplified displays cf various units. If this approach is successful

in these. situations, then hopefully a subsequent paper will give.morc discus-
.

sion to orthegraphig ridep;..

Let us consider first' how, perceptual unritizing may occur at a level in
;,1

which other tujitsPhave.ilready been formed. For example, how are letter units

formed by Children who, have already learned a few letters'of the alphabet? Or

consider the usitizin4.of_a new word by a child who already has several

words in his vX44a1 vbcabulary. For these children, we -assume there exist

. context nodes'for letter units and word units., Thus, all that is needed is

.

to form a neirunit of the kind with which he is already somewhat familiar.

.

This is the type of situationjn which we have studied the perceptual learning

of novel letters (LaBerge, 1973) and others have studied the perceptual learn-

ingofnewletter eirings (e.g., Barron & Pittenger, 1974). This kind of per-,

ceptual learning has been conceived as having three stages (LaBerge, 197G),

namely featureediscgvery, unit formation, and automatic unitization. Por
4,

example, in the perceptual learning of artificial letters, the subject must ,

4

fiiit discover the distinctive features, much in the way E. J. Gibson's

notions of distinctive-feature pick-up takes place in perceptual learning

(Gibsoek 1969). However, since the tipical subject has alrdady:encountered

many letters, he 11 find that selection of a single 'feature will not suffice

to distinguish new letter from the others he has learned. For ex,u

kuppoee tha.new ~letter cpptains two lines which cross. Takeh alone, this
% N_

feature wtiklead to a
-

contusibn of the lower Case letters t and f if the

'crossing lines are horivontal and vertical. Seldom does one feature distin-

guith one letter from 41 the rest of the letters i4hich the person in called

upon to distinguish..
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Thig fact forces the learner to observe more than one featTre'in order

to discriminate patterns from each other. When patterns arc presented side, '

.

by-sidein a same- different task, the subject can scan each contrasting_
. 6

fehture independently,-especially when the two patterns are popAiond close
, .

,

to eadS dther to facilitate scanning back and forth. But if he is presented

one pattern'at.a time for identification, then the subject is required to

lehrn the combinationinfbrmation of the two features. When we learn to iden-

tify letters by name weatave to note the particular combinations of features

by which eatbletter 1s. uniquely identifiable. This stage of perceptual"

learningoitherefore, requires that information in the distinctive features

be combined. We consider this to be.a second stage of perceptual learning

in which a letter unit or code is formed.

We mayconsider the perceptual learning of a word'in a parallel manner.

For the four words at, it, an,.abd in, the task of merely discriminating pairs

of these words can be carried out by scanning the first and second rettcf

positions. Tor example, if a subject is given the
. ,

r (at an) to distinguish,

he looks at the first letter position and finds a match, theh . he scans the

a&
_

second letter position and finds a mismatch, and then he responds indicating

that the.two patterns are different. But if heis(required to identify (e.g.,
wog

-by fouvdifferent responses) each of these words in isolatiOn, he may scan

c--
each .letter position, bui now he must remember the firs't letter when he hotices

the second letter.,It is the combination of the two letters which determines

the response he will make: The perception of-this combination informaticin we

assume to be the second stage of perceptual learning.

Now exactly bow the cpmbinatkon information is processed is currgnilya
4

very active controversy in perception.' Perhaps the most well-known .form of
!-

the question asks what information in,a string of'letters produces word'

17
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recognition. The vast array.ocexperimcnts on the word advantage effect

centers on this issue, since it asks how a letter in more easily detected

When it is embedded in a word than in a non5word (e.g.,-Reichei-,.3961; Estes,

1975). ,For a word, the particular coMbinatkon (inclu4ing order) of letters.

has been learned, but for a non-word, the combination information has not

been learned, especially if it is..a nor,-pronoudceable non-word. Thus we

consider this problem as falling under Stage II`percevtual'learni.ng% 'It is

clearly not a Stage I problem,since subjects have no difficulty discrimina-
,

ting a novel string of letters from other strings of letters.

The relationship of a word unit to its constituent letters_pe4aps can

ol

be clayfied in teins of the network models shown in Figure 4. IC is hoped

a

Insert Figure 4 about here

.
that this kind ofclassification of coding models will help to set priorities

in research to determine what it -is in graphemic stimuli that activates a

word unit.

The Pure Hierarchy model assumes that letter code outputs convergetto .

activate a word code, that is, A word .is recognficed by outputs froM its con-

stituent letter units. Of course, a word code may be activated by spelling

patterns as well as by individual letters.- However, for convenience in

exposition of the six rcdels, we have omitted the cltE.ter level of un4L

*which we had included in Figure 1. To repre:;ent the pna:d-hierarchy model

of word recognition, we add inputs to the word code from word features, such

as word length, contour and internal relation. This model assumes then,

that a word is recogniped on the basis of component.fetters together with

featMin unique to the word pattern.

-

18
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The Two-level models assume that a word code is activate from the

feature level Only, 'so that the-processing of a letter unit is not a neces-

sary prior condition to the recognition of a word. The Two:level models

differ, with respect to the-source of the features. In the 1W-level Model A,

Some of4the inputs to a word code come from features that also activate

.
.

letters. In Two -level Model B, the word codes is activated only by its own

. /

distindtive features, such as'length, Contour, .aruiinternal relations. In

fro -level Model C, the input:: to a word code commonly from features which

also activate letter codes.

five models jilst described assume that a word unit is activated by

outputs from either letter codes or feature'detectors, and that usually at

least two, of these inputs are required to produce the word code. T6.0ne-

level model, on the other hand, assumes that each unit extracts.its'infor-

nation directly from the sensory surface, without intermediating codes.) In

.

this way there is no fusion of two or more inputs, but rather a direct rela-

tion between the stimulu.; information and the unit. .%

4 it Abe noted that the 0Ae- and Two-level models do not have the

. -

hierarchical property-whereby the 'codes of one level feed into the codes of

the next level. The arrangement of units in these models are stratified in

Figure 4 onl' to reflect the objective hietnrchical ordering of features,

letters, and words. .I would like to point out again that the inclusion of

the.spelling-pattern leyel which is critical for the functioning of ortho-

graphic relationships is not expected t? alter the main contrasts being drawn

among these six models. If the spelling pattern units were added to Figure 4,

the additional crossings of lines would produce a rather noisy array which

would tend to obscu're the stain differences among the models.

19
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Perhaps we can s rite the main principles of these models by borrow-
.

.

-

ing on variations of a old Gestalt principle. For the Pure Hierarchy Model,

'76

.

the word is the sum of Its letter parts. For the Quati-hierarchy Model, the

word is more than the of its letter parts. For the"One- and.Wo-level

mCaels, the word is different thap'the sum of its letter parrs.

Thus, there appear tobe at least six,different ways that a word code
.

might be activated once
the,stimulus information falls on the sensory Surface.

* \
NB are not suggesting that only one model is true for all cases. It may be

. e

.

' that we shift from one processing model 'to pother under different reading

4 .
.

demands; and it may well turnrout that, Intttie course of learning to road, a .

child shifts from one strategy to another strategy.as the predominant way of

processing a word.

'4 If we assume a Pure Hierarchy or Quasi-hierarchy Model, then- one inter-
.

pretation of. unitizing is that a word is fused from component letter units

or some feature units that are unique to the word. Rut if we assume the Two--

level B Model; then it might be said that the word unit is fused from its

own Unique set of features. In this case Stage II perceptual learning is not

---

based on previously fo?med wits, but rather on a resclection of features,

such as particular internal relations in a word. This process may be con-

sidered opiteoclose to the process of Stage I perceptual learning, since it

involves discovery of the appropriate features. However, it differs in at

least three respects from the search for distinctive features. Fikaly, the

purpose here iscnot usually that of discriminating 'two patterns from each

other, since this can already be easily done on the basis of the known letter

,units. Secondly, the wor d features are'likely to he relational features that

art not point-to-ablAn the sane that letters can be singled out. This

iiPlies the. third difference, namely that the reselection is nbblikciy to

$

20
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'involve a search-by re-orientation of.the eyes to other locations within the

word pattern, but must, in some sense, be guided to a new relational feature

based on'the raw information already existing in the print of the, letters.

After all, if the ink marks were removed the word could not be- perceived.

Therefore there is something about the marks on the page which gives rise to

word perception as well as-to- letter perception.

Regardless of whether Stage II unit learning is regarded as a fusion of

letters or features, or as a direct extraction process, or some other process,

it would seem that there must be a shift in the context node from activating.

units at the letter level to activating units at theword level.

Once the subjedt perceives the word as a unit, further exposures-are

needed.to consolidate the unit so that eventually the unit can be activated

without attention to fusion and/or reselection of features. In this fray

perception becomes automatic. If Stage II unit learning for words proceeds

by fusion of letter bode outputs, then in Stage III the fusion occurs without

the attentidnal scanning of the letters., If Stage II occurs by an extraction

of relational features,, then'luring Stage III the deployment.of attention to

this' process becomes less and less,,-

Now we turn to the more difficult issue of learning the first unit at a .

new level of processing. I hope the reader will keep in mind that my comments

in this section of the paper are speculative. However, it is in view of tho

practical importance of initial unit learning that I stray further from sup-

porting data. Hopefully, the ensuing remarks wilt-stimulate.&ome.productive

tests of these notions. -

I
The situation of learning a new type off. unit is much lt.e that confront-

.

ing.a child who has no trouble identifying or naming letters of the.11phabet,

but now must perceike a cluster of letters, e.g. the bigram "eh" or and

,
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notice the'regularities of their coMbinattons which is involved in what some

mean by learning orthographic "rules"., These letter clusters must beper-

ceived as units to associate effedtivelY a unitary phonological response to

them. 'Similarly after ptionic training witharts of words, the child must

. learn to blend the parts into a word. This may involve shifting context

levels in phonological system.' Listening to a Chil trying to blend a word

for the first time can be Very instructive: For elcample, inblending'the two

sound patterns "ch" and "at" into /cat/ the child's ?ause between /c/ and /at/

indicates quite directly that' he is processing those as separ*te^units. Later,

afte.,"something clicks in hii head", he pronoundes the word "chat" in a quick,

uninterrupted manner, which seems to the observer to indicate that he ims pro-'

cessed the word at the phonological level holistically. We can be even more

* ,

A
convinced of this unitization if he recognizes the meaning of the word at the

'time that he successfully seems to blend it. The point is that once the Child

his learned to blend successfully once or twice, the blending of new cases seems

roceed fastei. Similarly, when the child learns to identify 'one''ir two

bigrams as units, he seeipto.pick up new bigrams and even trigrams, etc., quite

quickly. The problem appears to be located at the ioint of getting the child

to identify a bigram as a IA or blend partsof'a word for the first time. We

.

often say that he has to "learn the skill" of blending or unitizing; this is

perhaps not. unlike the learning -to -learn phenoMenon described by Harlow'(1949).

In terns of the present model, we say that when he can activate the appropriate

contexp node to perform the-appropriate unitizing, he has learned an "accptisi-
.

tion skill ". By means of this skill he goes.4.14,to acquire new units at that

. :
.00

NOW some might remark that the appropriate context nodes of letter groups

and Whole-word sdunds'are available.aa'actiifely used by the child at the tile
rt

2 2
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p

he first learns to blend and unitize letter str4pjs. His daily conver..ation

employs spoken words; and'he'can almost always recognizehis own. written names

and usually a few common written words. Doesn't gas mean that he already

has an active'node for these.particylar perccptival units and therefore for

all other units at these levels? I would venture to guess that the child does

not necessarily have the appropriatecontext nodes forther uni s because the

context is not the same. Consider how- the child recognizes his Written name

among other names presented to him. Suppose John-E. is yritten above a.coat

hanger in the Kindergarten classroom. John's task to discriminate the

visual pattern of the written name from other names he-sees. In a typical

group of 20 or 30 Children in his class, thereis not likelyto be another

written name'very similar to his. If there is a John F. or a Joan E. he might

show soie confusion, and a-teacher often ioiesdes this problem and places the

labels at different spatial locations so that the child can use spatial cues

to-help him discriminate the names. If pressed; I would suggest that the con-

text node involved here_is,at the feature level. Thus generally, the young.

Child can identify his own written name on the Lasisof a few features that

are quite different from the information he must learn to pick up when he

identifies the vast range of words in his visual vocabularly two or three years

later.

' The parallel argument for phonological units is more difficult and ad-
.

mittedly somewhA tentative at this time. But I would ask you to consider

that before a child learns to read, he does not segment spokellSwords very

often. A sentence it heard-as a continuous stream of sounds, and boundaries

are often not at all distinctive to a child until atoll he has learned to

Therefore, the way hp, hears and utiers words in normal speech probably

involves altspeLhor different contextual controls than those appropriate to

23 1*
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the sounding of words in isolation. Although one has sebn and heard his own

name many times before he begins to read, he may eventually come'to hear and

see the name differently after he has learned to read. When I say "sec and

hear differently", I mean that a different context node is involved, and this

implies that he must be able to-pick up stimulus information from the same
A

words differently.

Let us-return to the case in which the child has learndd to identify

individual letters and now is called upon by task requirements to process

-strings of letterS as units, e.g., bigrams or short words. His training with

letters has sensitized him to the locations within a word which carry the

information which distinguishes one word from another. For example, there

are many words in our language which differ by only one letter. A child who

has focused attention on letter units must now free himself from this narrow

range of information and take in new information whote source is no longer

individual letters, but rather is in the combination information in the string

df letters. As we haVe Aointed out before, there are several viewpoints as to

how the information in a string of letters giyes rise to a new unit,repkesent-

ing a spelling pattern or a word. Regardless of the view adopted', the word

unit is assumed to be. controlled by an appropriate contextual node. And this

node must either be present genetically through maturational readiness or

samehow acquired by appropriate experiences. If it is available, then the

child learns the new unit and Oyes rapidly ahe.ad. If it is not.

WO either wait until it matures or-we try to induce the context by instruc-

tional means.

,
00w, although scientists prefer tp Fontrol the events.in their domains

A

asopposed to waiting for them to happen, and although our practical educa-
.

tional objectives, also. press us to control beneficially the learninq'of a

24
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student, it may turn out 'that the development ofa contextual mechanisM is

not-Subject to direct control and therefore may he resistant to efforts to

"teach" it. Recall the experiments just described in which we tried to cue

the level at which a subject would match, pairs of higrams. The results idi-
- .

cated that subjects apparently, do not directly activate levels of pliOCessirig;

implying that the context noclbs may h4 so remote from,attentional control`

that efforts to teach a subject to use them, when they have never before used

them, may be entirely fruitless. . It seems to me that the notion of readiness

' f captures the flavor of this problem. If we have to wait forAa child.to become

ready'to learn a skill, this implies that the basic processing mechanisms are
4 .

notreceptive to our attempts to control them. This does not mean that some

skills already in the child's repertoire could at substitute for the one in

question. A child who does no t perceive the bigram "s1" as a.visual unit may

stay at the visdal letter level and combine, them phonologically by sounding

letters one after another. On a more general levpl, a readei may compensate

for an inability to perceive many whole word units by sounding out syllables.

If control of visual unit levels is not easily accomplished direc4y,

then perhaps other routes to the activation and selection of visual unitm-ard A-
ar

possible. In the experimental example described, in which the familiarityof

a list of bigrams apparently determined the level of processing, there must

have been some pathway by which the visual nodes were selectively actilttpd.

'Our best guess is that the operation of stitching the patterns produced a feed-

back to that leVel of units which yielded the faster latency of matching.

The ultimate Control of level of units in this case was the environment, since

it was thd type of display which determined the context. Similarly, we often

find that a child can "get into the swing" of performing a new skill under the

strong control of classroom stimulation, but when faced with the Game taak

es.
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.

alone; cannot perform the new-ski4. What seems de4rable is to provide the

child with a means of controlling his own level of perception rather than-
. , _

leaving it-to the'preceding sequence of stimulation:

One promising'direction fot providing internal control of visual pro-

cessing levels looks to the` phonological system, iA which control is typically

exerted by speech::: Adults find it relativelyeasy to listen either-to whole

wOrdp or the last rhyming syllable, -or' the-Sound of the first phoneme. This

may'beslone quickly hitcause'the peisdn can sound these units to hiMself. In

this way he- selects a level, of processing. Now if he has already-learned

sound-to-sight associations, i.e., he can categorize sounds as words, clusters,

or letters, then he cazi control the level of visual processing by attentional

activation of appropriate sound units. According to this line of reasoning,

phorii4s skills may be critical for, control of visual processing levels. Child-
-

11
ren who have not learned to segment Onemes within a word and-learn the

./

relations between.sound levels andand sicst levels should therefore have consider-
_

M; ,

41'able clifficulty.in selecting the appropriate visual units in the graphemic ,

-
displays presented to him. Thus, the acquisition of new visual units, especi-.

i ..

ally at a new level, ids regarded here not as a simple selection and/or fusion

of sensory inputs from the bottom -up.. Because of the important interactive

role of the contextual nodes-with incoming stimulation, perception and acqui-

sition of new units requires that appropriate activat'idn'of contextual nodes_

be controlled. The major direction of this control is assumed to come from

higher cognitive systems.' Therefore the acquisition Of A new unit is regarded

here as based both on sensoty.information and contextual mechanisms which_are

largely under the control of higher cognitive system.

It may be the case that fAt learners differ from slOw learner's becaute

. - .

.

of a difference in the availability of contextual mechanisms. WO have alreOdy

26
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A

seen evidence that slow and fast learners apparently (IN not differ with

respect to spode of forming associations (ZPaman f.'Uouse, 196;.Entes, /970).

'hutt.rather with respect to perceptual Learning. Specifically, lower mental

age subjects require more time to disCover 'the appropriate perceptual feature

or dimensiens,of the perceptual patterns'in liftask. Similarly, one might
.

etpect tofind-differences in learning rates at other stages of perceptual
%

learning, such as coding new units. Perhaps one of the post dramatic :differ-
.

ences between Individuals may be in terms of the speed at which they grasp new.

unit levels. Some children mpve from letters to higher orthographic units to

whole phrases so rapid], drat it is difficult sometimes to believe that tpr

%hese children there are separable subskills at all. But for others, the

contextual levels may become available relativelkslowly and we are then

painfully aware-of a particular level becatiole for a time the child cannot

move from that' level to the next.

I have been talking about the learning of .units if; the same way that

some researchers refer to the learning of skills. In view ofthe similarity
-t.

of our conteptualizations Itf skill learning and unit learning we should not

be surprised *f we find that they share common questions. For example, it is

reabonable to assume that a global skill such as reading can be appropriately

segmented into subskills for the prupose of effective instruction.' If so,
.

t

d'"does the most-effective way to teach thesd skill's proceed from the bs-Ittom-up,

that is, beginning with smaller units and proceeding to the larger units? If

auntwe find ourselves spending a great unt of time on some particular subAiii,

No.
how do mp motivate the child appropriately? For example,

01
it the motivation

for,reading is to comprehdnd written language, how do we most effectively

Oring.this motivation down subskill learning at the level of orttia-

graphic unite?

27



Let us ask to what extent unitizing skills arc teachable. I believe_

. that instruction, whether by teacher or by a book, exercises control over

the perception of the student most effectively by presenting material that

is point-to-able.- The- teacher can make sure that the student picks up the

critical information when-he says "conside this" or "look at that", whether

it is a feature of'an aikplane, a note of music, a sentence, or a mathemati-
.

4

cal expression.' When a point-to-able item is, the critical feature, then

learning apparently proceeds quickly, because the "pointing" function of the_

teacher controls the attentional focusing of the student. But, when the

feature is not so easily pointed out, then attentional focusing of the

stedent is not directly controlled by the teacher, and there will be uncer-

.tainty"about the material the teacher intends him to perceive.' Many rela-

tional features 'are of this type. For example, when two pitches are presented

simultsously, it ik not clear'that the student perceives the two individual

notes or-the particular musical interval. Similarly when the teacher points

to the word "man", it is not el ar that the student perceives the visual ,

Cq4arelations within the word. re the worb,)"man" and "mat". One is tempted

to say that the difference is perceived in terms of the different terminal

letter'unit because we can point to the terminal litters n andot. But it is

more likely that the reader is perceiving the whole word, and the first two
. .

. . . . . .

letters, "ma", and the last letter are interrelated. Ildw dos ss &teacherdoss

effectively point to such 4 relation? Indeed, it in far more convenient to

- point to the letter than to a relation. And this may mean thatuit is very

difficult to "point the waynto new levels of perceiving, especially when they

involve relational features such as this example. represents.

However, once a lev el has been firoueht under the control of a contextual

Mechanism, then the teacher may have several means of promoting the acquisition

23
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of units. TWo of those methods have already been described. The first way

uses unit/ which are already at the hew level to induce the context by pro,..

senting thesOlka series of examples before presenting the new unit. FOr

example, if the bigram "dr" is to be learned as a unit, it can be presented

following "f1", and "gr", which we shall assume are already familiar

units at that.level. The second -way of promoting unitizing would unc sound-

to-sight relations to induce the appropriate visual level. For example,
6o

sounding the series of visually-presented words, "mink", "sink", and *pink"

--------and,then "drink" may promote perceiving "dr" as ong vi7cual unit, if the child

t already can segment the initial phoneme and the initial letter in the first
I

three words.

If, however, tt child has not visually unitized a bigram prior to "dr".

nor has learned to visually segment the first letter -or letters of a word and

associate sounds to these visual units, then teaching tho child to unitize "dr"

visually will be more difficult. If the teacher points to "dr", the child is

likely to perceive two letters. If the teacher pronounces it, "drub ", the
'

child may not isolate the initial phoneme from the neutral syllable "wh",'but,

more importantly, he may be hearing the_two phonemes "d" and "r" separately.

If he hears two sounds, thin he may look for two symbols, and, although this

may be desirable in some tasks, it is not desirable here for the purpose of

promoting visual unitization.

While the foregoing examples are quite rougheattempts to illustrate ways

that unitizing might be tawiht, it is hoped that they do provide a contra :t

between teaching a new unit when theNkpropriate contextual control of a level

is available and when it is not available.

--It is obvious that considerable research is needed to fill in the gaps

in the contextual control modifications of the /40fterge-samuels model (19744.

29
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It is diffipultto formulate optimal algorithms for aceluiring units when

there is considerable uncertainty as to.how a word code .is activated. Figure

4 shows six different models, and there .re undoubtedly others. Quite proba-

bly the'aequisition of word codes proceeds by stages which may be arranged

hierarchically. Initially, the child may recognize a word in terms of letters

and spelling patterns, 'and only later as a single unit. But if the learning

sequence does proceed hierarchically, this does not necessarily imply that
/--

when the word is finally recognized as a unit that it is processed hierarch-

from outpdts from letter and spelling pattern codes. Fluent

readers, in fact, probably leirn new voids directly as single units without
,

going, through letter andspellins pattern stages, owinyo use of contextual
11

nodes of a high order. Before we can begin to probe these questibns we need

to have reliable indicators of the level at which a word processed in any

given instance. Figure i illustrates one way this might be done, but the test

hai drawbacks in terms of ease of administration.

AnOtheedifficultystanding in the way of prescribing ideal conditions

for aoqUiring units is the lack of detailed knowledge of the way contextual

information interacts with sensory input. Furthermore, as mentioned before,

it is noAt clear bow vjpual contextual nodes are activated by the phonological /

system and,perhaps the syntactic-Semantic systems.

It we were to Fompage the importance of learAiny a unit at a new level

with learning a unit at Aamiliat level at which other units of thel.anic

type have already been aCquir6de(there would be no question that the acc;6m-

plishiilt of the first case is the more momentous educational event. A con-/
textual jump presents a hew class of units within the.6rasp of the,child;

and we,oftenrefer to these moments. as times when the child has "made a,leap",

or..is 'over tho hupp'. .When he has learned to use a new contextual. node, he

. 30
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hasin-effect learned an 'acquisition skill", by which a host of new uni.ts'

at that level can be acquired. t\may turn,but that contextual jumps,.arc

events which we cannot directly point out for the child, but rather must

happen to him, and.all
.

we can do is provide the best condi 'ons under which

these happeningg can occur. Defining what those conditions are may be a

fruitful direction of,research in our efforts tglunderstand the role of per-,

oeption in. the, very complex skill we sall.reading.

In summary, the process of reading begins with the perception of visual

patterns. Whether the unit of the pattern selected for deeper processing is,

a.letter, a spelling pattern, a word, or a word'group depends upon an inter-
.

actin beteen'the stimulus display and the dominant contextual mechanism.

These mechanis.ms are presumably driven by "toplown" connections froi opera-

tions oiPatterns (1.9.-matthing), phonological events,,nd semantic-syntactic

.events. Detail's bf the influence of higher-order cognitive systems upon out-

put selection from the visual system imain to be worked out. Meanwhile, there

mey be value in speculating-how the development of a given contextual Mechanism-

could affect the speed of acquisition of a new, unit.
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Figure CaptiOns

93

t

Figure 1. Representation of units in the. visual, phonological, and

semanticrsyntactic systems. Solid dots represent familiar memory codes

which can be activated automatically from the sensory surface. Open dots

represent-unfamiliar codes which require additional activation by,attention.

Lines connecting codes represent inter-eystem associations.

Figure 2. Mean latency and percent errors of matching responses for

familiar digram (Clusters) and unfamiliar digram (Letters) test items for

-two types of list,contexts.

Figure 3. Representatidn Of unite in the visual *system for three

leVels of processing. _Contextual nodes activate all units at the indicated

processing level:

Figure 4. Six coding modell for word recognition. Solid dots repro-

, se0 familiar memory ?odes at three levelS of processing (Spelling pattern

codes are omitted here -- convenience of illustration). Context nodes-..

ovate all units at the indicated level of processing.
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Jude j--A.M. e 'al

OPEN DISCUSSION OF LaBERGE'PRESENTATION

. ;-
fi

- GREGG: Why does perceptual learning take longer than associativeleajing? Why

do you want sO many stages ok,peCCeptuai learning, and all othose questicons?

LaBBROE: Associative learnifig is all-or-none ari fast: Perceptual learnt* d

involves discovery of features and unitizing, which is relatively much slower."'

0 fp-

Ityou-try to learn four names to those four things (indicating), you ,will find

that the problem is not so much in assigning a name to four objets, it is inn

identifying uniquely those four objects. The difficult problem in the fetter

sequence BDPQ is not association of B to that pattern and D to that pattern and P

to that pattern and Q to that pattern. The problem is gkting yourself straight

on the rel lois among the features, and that takes a long tine.

GREGG: *
.

you say that once faiirar objects can be recognized, then you can
.

Uie:them to fob the next level of association? it seems to me that your six

modals of word reoginttion are at different levels.

LaERDOR: Possibly, xes

GREGG: Ithinkttbat you got it backwards, Dave. You don decide what the unit

is firdt, you learn what the patterns are from the redundancies of the language,

rmm 4.be experience, from the extent to which the teacher is able to control

itantion to larger and larger parts of the word.

2'LMORGB: Yes. I certainly not saying that the only way to learn is from. the
. , /

bottom limp. I am ,just saying that if you are putting anything through the bytitee,'.

r--
z 99 .
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these models show six ways that it can go through the system.. The featuies of a
I.

pattern have to be activated before the pariOn can see anything further. I as

suggesting this mapS out alternatives.

Perhaps I am not really providing a specific answer to your question; what'

0

I ap doing is trjing to clarify what 1conaider a very muggy situation in our

discussions; namely, as was brought out before: uLet'a set out what the

alternative models are, and let's do some experiments to decide among them.'

A student of sine has a disMertation that has tested these six models, and
_

v.

smrprisinglroomes out very clearly and strongly for one of tbqpi.

WALLACH: No doubt there are readiness processes, but don't you think that

readiness processes should be i hypothesis of last-resort, adoptedon1T if one

has really tried everything one can think of instructionally, and has to admit,

failure?

Tee. I should -like to -saki; -sure that I didn't give the impression that

we had final evidence to show that we have, once and-for all, determined what we'

can do in controlling the child's learning, with respect to these levels of

processing. I don't want to say that at all:, I just want to say I have

experiments which kellicate that for college students it is very difficult to get

at the levels of Oocessing, and p ly something that looks like readiness is

iserbtaking place. And being an exper 7al psychologist, I want to have as such

under' my control as I can, ana as teachers you want to have as such es you can,

*so I am oertainly on the some side as you are.

WALLACH: I Just want to point tut there is a background issue that lurks here,

amel 44%
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that has to do with the social context. And readiness can be a code word'for

"Wait until the Child can do it, and lo and behold middle class children can do

it wooer." And that hiS

LaBERGE: Yea. Of course, in the wrong ears, and the unexperienced ears, ihMt

statemelit could be used counterproductively: That is certainly very clear., I

don't want 'to say, 'Leave the kid alone, and.he will read."

CI: Another may of bridging,what looks like an argument is to recognize

even though the-child has to do the induction and sake the leap, there are

dif4erent wayp of organizing stimuli:-Okanilations that sake that leap sore

likely, and other ways to make it less likely.

LaBERGE: Exactly.

RESNICK: I think that's what the instruetiotial level has to be about, and that

was explored only on the surface.

LaBERGE: Consider an experiment by Art Roneti, Samuels' student, Which I think

is related to this question. He overtrained chgdren with letter recognition and

letter naming, and found that it interfered 'with the children's moving up to the,

next level. They just simpli stink at that level too long. If you train your

children to be very conscientious, and above all avoid any errors, they will

never risk taking a leap to a latter unit. And if they don't ever take that

risk, they simply mill never go above sofaParticular level, at least not for a

long, long time. This is one condition which would work against encouraging a

1.
. . .

-tv--- p.
child to go up to a higher level. I don't think there is any difference I% -omr
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opinions here; but .I think there nsl" be a difference in the way you feel I 41

should state things. Is that it?

WALLACH: I think there may be a difference in bow such one tries to do different ,

kinds of things.

LaBERGE: I think it is important to determine this with some rather clearly
.

articulated models: I is not saying these models are really clear and

beautifully testable., But .I believe that this is at leOt a step in that

direction, and that you get some clarificatioh of what you are talking about.

iThen

4

you can answer questions like this one, and then perhips find the kinds of

research methodology which will determine a real hreakthroUgh, wher_we tvuld

actually control something like this.

TRIJASSO: I have the impression that you are focusing by'and large on a visual
h.

processing model.

taBBBGE: YeS.

4

p

TRAW30: I as wondering, since we are talking about early reading; to what

estedt you want to bring in auditory codes, and the role ofthe auditory system?

It seems to me that here are some correspondences in the, auditory codes which

relate ''to tAlevels. For example, words are large units, and are difficulito

deoanpOne intoamaller units'. One night be able to- ilecolpose them into,` say,

syllables and deoOnpose then into phonons': And so there is some correspondence

In the and system to what you are representipg in t ual system. Okay?
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LaBERGE: Tea.

TRARAMO: The quegtion is when does, unitization takes place. It sight be that

the auditory code operates and is not necessarily reducible to lower-level codes,

.......opc41:33glesaetter, avisual codes. 'Okay?

LaISRGE: Sure.

TRABLSSO: My question is: Iftyou are goingNteextend this' model to early

'reading, how' woue'iou bring in the auditory system'?

LaBFIRGE: i would be tempted to do the following: Because you can .pronounce the

phonological units, you have more attentpnal control over what level you wo(Kic
.0 AFF Alm

with. I can pronounce letters and I can pronounce these clusters. But I could

draw these things ViSually as clusters or draw thee as letters, but that isn't u.

firma control overthe level as my speaking them.

That's why I emphAelze the visual level at this point; separated, from the

auditory level, because I think there is a diffeFence in terms of the control you

can have over the level of processing. By the kinds of response I make, I can

put myself at a leVel pretty quickly.' Then given you are at that level,you

could have the-feedback from the phonological apnea to these three, four, five,. .

IP
or six visual contextual levels. Remember, I said attentionapparently can't get

at tb directly. But there must be some indirect way to do it.
4

Then presumably if the child can name4the word_is he looks at it, it say be

that that kiiia of naming would help his to move up a level in the visual system.

I don't have feats, but I would'be encouraged to try the following: When I

I
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wanted to teach a child to begin to look at something at a higher le4e1, let's 41

say orthographic units, I.would not train himon things which are close to it,

which you do when you are taring to dofeature discovery it an early perceptual

level. I would try to get his to name it, hoping that this would feed book to

the visual levels to control the level of proceasing. SO in identification or

ndming yoU get his to say the whole thing, using scsething that he knows already;

or if you are on .the,phrase level, try to get his to take in these big units.

Find eeom familiar phrape he can speak, and then'use the identification response

to train the level in theyisual system.

That is speculation.` It know there is a Iot of research that needs to be

done.- It is complicated;, you have to go through the forest in someksort of

orderly way, and I an suggesting this is one way to try to order it. .1 can see

an experimental design coming out of that, canLt fou?

MASER: Ihope the experimental design. you ,see coming up is one in which you try

to produce the best and most serious possible training conditions, to.follow the

study where you didn't liet results by trelhing..,Serfously, there are a lot of

training conditions-that you haven't tried.

LaBBRGE: That's right. I will say what I have tried it on myself,as a subject.

In the "CL, CL, CL, CL," and 'LC, LC, LC and LC,' experiment, I speak the letters

to myself, but data -do not come out the way you would expect: But we haven't

done that extensively, for I.aay be a bad eubj t.

LASOOLE Why are you taking the experiment you have described as really strong

evidenoe for a lack of ability to switch levels. It seem that in the

experinentii,that you eactioned, 'say even be optimal to swItch levels,

19
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depending on bow long it takes to switch attention from one level of analysis to

another, one might by better ;Oft ignoring the information. An experiment that

fight come ,closer is one idNeshich there was, say, two- or three-second warning,

with an arrow poimping at the tip.
.

LaBERGE: That's exactly what we have, two seconds' warning,

LESGOLD: So the subject knows then for sure?
.

LaBERGE: Yes.

0
RESNICK: would your comments still hold?

LaBERGE: Yes, my comments bold but we haven't tested the limits of it:0:wyeelave

tested within the same kinds of boundaries governing the cueing a person to get

,ready for a particular pattetn or a particular operation. And within those

fleas eyee.17-4 levels do not work. So that:s why Isay this is more difficult

than the ordinary kind of cueing.

POPP: It is interesting that all of your evidence comes-from ,college students,

and that perhaps the responses that appear to have been !Atilt up in the

. experimental_situatico say already exist. 7o take your res is and generalize to

how you would teach a beginning child, who is not already familiar witeealing

with the CL clusters mad the LC, may be risky. 1 wender'if one way of relating

to the beginner would be to look for difTerences in specific clusters. For

instance, one 'debt hypothesise that the same-different discriminations of your

CL versus ,LC may be greater thSh the DR versus RD, because the RD.exists in the

50
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language of a final consonant cluster and LC. is a rare rinal'olllirr.

LaBERGE: I was careful about that wheal"' we,put it up, we didn't use RD.

106

POP?:. Well, there say be others. For instance, LS also, occurs as a final

cluster. My paint is that the college students already have been exposed to

clusters over a period of time. To then say we can't train the small child to do

it, seems to se to be a Oit of a leap.

LaBERGE: I see what 'you mean.

POPPr Did you say we can't train the child to !switch, or to move up a level?

LaBERGE: I said that it is out of attentional control. If it is not directly

conttollable by the college student's attention, then I could hardly hope that it

would be controllable in-adirect way by the child. We have run this standard

experiment on ohildrerf and got .a significant difference with early first graders.

POPP: Early first gOaders?

LaBERGE: Early first graders, apparently before theft formed units. But I think
,

dif your point is well taken. There is a rap there bat I tried to takasou across

that leap with the use, hopefully, of 'clearly articulated theoretical notions.

..
DUES: You seemed to lmply that there is a single node for each letter, which is

associated with pronunciations or the name. We might need a separate node for

the visual properties of a letter versus its name because the nacre is not really'
_
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used in reading for the most part. I think it is better represented in Lee

Gregg'smodel, where he haean alpha for a atingle node, and an A associated with
C

it: Maybi we need two separate nodes, one with the visual properties and reading

pronunciations, but not letter names, and then asecond node with the name of the

letter, the alphabetic port of thing.

-LaBERGE: Good point. In fact, it has been our intention ..to' separate letter

-
names from lettqr sounds, so you have two places it can go. That in itself

requires a context node to determine which will opefate in a particular case.

SUPPES: Dave, could you aay a little bit more about the 'evidence that is in

favor of the two-level model? Because of the it4 you described it, it isn't

clear, bow you would discriminate between them. Indicate you would

discralete between the two of tam. I ;e,lize that is a hard queati

LaBBBGE: I could sketch it very, very quickly to you. This J. ohn Petersen's

dissertation. What he did was to take .advantage of the pathiay activation

notions of Michael Posnerand Snyder, in- which it As assumed that if you bad.

presented a word to,a person, and the hierarchy model was true, then you would be

activating the letters. Because'anything'that activates the word has to come

through the letters. So therm letters would be hot.

But in the two-level model, when you activate the word, you are not

necessarily activating the letters. So what ht did was the following: He elbowed

the parson a word like "golf," and if it was a word, he bad to get ready to see

the worci'fouri6 if it was a nonword, he had to get ready to see "five." Okay?
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Occasionally, following a word such as "golf," we would present to him 11

anagrams for matching, like "flog, flog,* and occasionally wewduld give him

things which had no letters ip cdmmon, like **read, read.t We."aaid thet if the

lettpis here are_activated when he sees the word *gilt,* (which he must decide is

a word on the basis of the task we give him) then the anagram "flog" is golng to

be faster than the control word, "read." If, on the other hand, 'the letters are

not being activated, when he sees the word °golf,! then the anagram 'Flog" will

be seen as quickbkas "read." What we found, again and again, is that the latency

to "flog, flog" Lenot signifinintly different from-the latency2to' the control,

"read, reed." rt is clearly different, indicating that the letters here are

evidently not being activated.

ol

REiMICK: Can you show under some other condition that there is a difference

- between °flog; flog" and "read, read?*

.LaBERGE: We have been trying to do that. We tested the subject occasionally on

letters, like two L's. What we did though was havc a person scan the array

looking for a letter. If a letter L is there, press the left button, If the

letter D is in there, press the right button. Now he is lOoking for each one of

the letters. ,What we get is an attenuation of this difference, but it. still

,OCCUrs.

We also give him noliworda. If a person sees four graphemic things together,

.-

;tsalike t, whether they are words or nonwords, evidently the College students, at
, -

least chunk it, and ifhe chunks it, then he tends to act according to. the
,

two-level model, so that be is not coming up through the letters.
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So what *el results indicate to us consistently, is that word recognition

doei-:bet follow a hierarchical model in which letters must first be pmcessed.
P4

It seaMv3 that words havetheir own emergent, features which fort the basis 'of

recognition by:fluent readers.

CARROLL: How do you know there are features coming through there? I understand

your notion of what is happening at the word level, but how do you extra late

that to get features?

.LaBERGE: Hoi do we get to. the features? We are saying here there are only word

features coming, through. Because remember, here, the features are shared. Even

though the features don't go through the letter revel here, they still are shared

with these levels; and if these features of the letters,werashired, it should

tielp him. Sc) the features are part of the whole, as well as the letters are part

of the whole, in thesost rigorous statement of that model.

UNMAN-BIC/GORY: What would you predict for a beginning reader?

LaBERGE: Our discussion section indicates that something like 4his say be going

. -

on: The _beginning reader processes a word letter by letter, and indeed our

Ifixperiments indicate that the latency of recognition is a fvection of the length:

of the word. The \reader is processing letter by letter, and whenVmre-is

slope. When there is no slope you know be is chunking. And of course, even, if

you give adults letter strings, not words, you will find a clear slCile. We have

olear evidenne for that.

r

MOM I just objected to your statement be will have chunked it. He didn't
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)

chunk -it, it was chunked, he recognized the, whole' word.

41

tr,

110

LaBERGE: I am sorry, yes.

...!(

4

GREGG: You 411111pI mean/

LaBERGE: -The4is Momething1 don't understand'about it.

GREGG: 4T ere idlsoiethinf about the wsrlyou express things that have the arrow

of time going 1,rile wrong,direction.

N..
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